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Programme Review

GENDER AND THE MEDIA (GEM) OVERVIEW
Gender and the media remains GL’s largest programme area. There are five legs to this programme area: research;
policy; training; bridging services between gender activists and the media (“Write about Rights”) as well as the
new Gender and Media Diversity Centre.

Gender and media research
GL, in partnership with media development NGOs has initiated cutting edge research on gender and the media
in Southern Africa, including the Gender and Media Baseline Study (GMBS) in 2003; Gender and Media Audience
Study (GMAS) in 2004/2005 and the Gender, HIV/AIDS and Media Baseline Study in 2006, extended to Seychelles,
the DRC and Madagascar in 2007/2008.  Through its “Mirror on the Media” project GL works with networks
around the region to conduct media monitoring of different events (e.g. the Sixteen Days of Activism campaign);
types of media (e.g. radio talk shows); and genres (e.g advertising). In 2007/2008 GL conducted pioneering
research on the mushrooming of tabloids in the region and the implications for gender equality. GL’s latest research
project is on Glass Ceilings in Southern African Newsrooms.

Policy
Building on these research findings as well as three pilot projects to develop gender policies in newsrooms, GL
is managing the policy leg of the Media Action Plan (MAP) on HIV/AIDS and Gender led by the Southern African
Editor’s Forum (SAEF) that aims to ensure that 80% of media houses in the region have HIV/AIDS and Gender
policies by the end of 2008. Over one hundred media houses are currently engaged in this process. GL is also
working with media NGOS, regulators and self regulators in developing gender standards and codes of ethic.

Gender and media training
GL has developed a wide variety of gender and media training tools
and applied these in different kinds of training – in-service,
newsroom and entry level - in partnership with media training
institutions around the region. Over the period 2007 to 2010 GL will
continue to run courses with media training institutions on such
themes as gender, economy and the media using its manual
“Business Unusual” as well as on gender elections and the media in
light of elections in several countries in the region. These materials
will be translated into French and courses extended to the DRC
and Madagascar. Case studies from research and training are archived
in the Virtual Resource Centre (VRC) that now also features a clippings
library.

Write about rights
GL produces an average of ten Opinion and Commentary articles a month written by well established as well
as new writers. These are disseminated to the mainstream media across the region. GL has pioneered a special
genre of “I” stories or first hand accounts of women’s experiences of gender violence, living with AIDS and working
in local government that have proved highly popular.

The Gender and Media Diversity Centre
In May 2007, GL, media NGOs and knowledge institutions launched the Gender
and Media Diversity Centre whose vision is one of a “more representative,
responsive, and professional media as well as citizens, women and men, who
are empowered to engage critically with their media.” The centre is directed by
an advisory board that meets twice a year, and is managed by GL. It comprises
a physical and virtual resource centre through which research, contacts and
publications are exchanged, and debates initiated. The centre runs monthly on topical
issues. It has initiated media literacy projects in four Southern African countries involving partnerships
between knowledge institutions, gender and media networks using GL’s “Watching the watchdog” manual.
The centre produces a Gender and Media Diversity Journal twice each year. It has also compiled stories
written during the gender and economic reporting training into a book called Business Unusual: Gender,
Economy and the Media.

The Gender and Media Summit
GL, together with the Media Institute of Southern Africa (MISA) and the Gender and Media
(GEMSA) Network is a key partner in organising the Gender and Media (GEM) Summit every
two years in which media performance is put under the spotlight and good practice affirmed
through Gender and Media Awards.  Case material from monitoring and the awards is
disseminated through the VRC.


